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how to code the rorschach theoretical goals underlying the
rorschach coding process need to be emphasized. first, the examiner must understand the
theoretical goal behind rorschach coding. second, the exam-iner must rely on the coding rules
in exner’s comprehensive system (vol. 1, 1993) 36
problems of the comprehensive system for the rorschach in
as an example, we begin by discussing the well-known rorschach “re-flection response.” as is
known to anyone familiar with the comprehensive system for the rorschach (cs; exner, 1991,
1993), a subject’s response is scored as a reflection if it describes a mirror image or reflection
(“trees re-flected in a lake”).
the comprehensive system for the rorschach: a critical
the comprehensive system for administration, scoring, and interpretation borrowed features
from the various rorschach systems already in use (exner, 1969, 1993). eurthermore, the
comprehensive system incorporated many interpretive terms congenial to psychodynamic
conceptualizations (e.g., dependency, narcissism, flight into fantasy).
a psychoanalytic view of the rorschach comprehensive
the comprehensive system was developed as an empirically defensible system to be used by
all rorschach clinicians and researchers (exner, 1986a). special scores were categorized to
quantify structural aspects of the rorschach response that previously had been qualitatively
interpreted. exner, weiner, and
rorschach interpretation assistance program™ interpretive
new comprehensive system variables included in a rorschach workbook for the comprehensive
system, fifth edition (exner, 2001). additional interpretive information about the comprehensive
system is also presented in a primer for rorschach interpretation (exner, 2000). the quantitative
data include a
scoring the rorschach: a constructive critique of exner's
deficiency in thc comprehensive rorschach sy\tem a change to klopfer'., "main-additionai"
scoring method is recommended as a correcti~e. for the past eight years, the writer, trained in
the klopfer method, has in- corporated what he has found to be use- ful in exner's
comprehensive rorschach system (1974) into his own use of the
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a psychometric evaluation of the rorschach comprehensive
tioned against the use of some rorschach variables due to is-sues of reliability and validity.
wood, nezworkski, and stejskal (1996) offered a number of methodological recom-mendations
for research employing rorschach variables and indexes (hilsenroth et al., 1998): (a)
consideration of interrater reliability of the various comprehensive system
an introduction to rorschach assessment
an introduction to rorschach assessment • 285 relationships with a criterion regardless of
whether they make conceptual sense, to fully rational, in which items are selected based on
logic and a theo-retical understanding of the construct to be measured regardless of whether
there is statistical evidence to support that belief.
sample chapter: using the rorschach performance assessment
r-pas (meyer et al., 2011) is a rorschach system that vastly improves upon the most commonly
used previous system, the comprehensive system (cs; exner, chapter 1 introduction to r?pas
joni l. mihura gregory j. meyer this is a chapter excerpt from guilford publications. using the
rorschach performance assessment system® (r-pas®). edited by
introducing key features of the rorschach performance
1 © rpas 2010 rorschach performance assessment system introducing key features of the
rorschach performance assessment system (rpas) gregory j. meyer, donald j
the rorschach comprehensive system egocentricity index in
and exner comprehensive system rorschach variables, using pearson product-moment correlations with partialling of the number of rorschach responses. there were seven meaningful
significant correlations between the lndex and rorschach variables: m, fm, x+%, f+%, lambda,
d, and a%. the index-mmpi correlations were not significant.
training manual for rorschach interrater reliability
comprehensive system, also included in the manual are scoring criteria for two psychoanalytic
content scales, the mutuality of autonomy scale (moa) and the rorschach oral dependency
scale (rod).
roots of the rorschach controversy - digitalcommons@utep
training in the comprehensive system for the rorschach be eliminated. teaching students about
the comprehensive system is much different from training them in its use. to oversimplify
matters only slightly, teaching about the test encourages students to become roots of the
rorschach controversy
the rorschach psychological test - the liz library
rorschach , written with m. teresa nezworski, scott lilienfeld, and howard garb and released in
2003. wood and his coauthors' numerous criticisms of the comprehensive system [ exner
comprehensive system for interpreting the rorschach] come down to three very serious
charges.
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